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A commutative ring with identity is called a full quotient ring if every element of R is 
either a unit or a zero divisor. The I)ualityPrinciple, "Reachability is dual to observability," 
holds for (stationary, discrete-time) linear systems over Noetherian full quotient rings. The 
solvability of the pole assignment problem is equivalent to reachability for these systems, 
and (dually) the solvability of the state-estimation problem is equivalent to observability. 
To summarize these facts, we say that: The regulator problem is solvable for linear systems 
over Noetherian full quotient rings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of discrete-time linear dynamical systems over a field has been studied 
extensively in various contexts. Details and bibliography can be found, for example, in 
Kalman et al. [6], Kalman [7], Padulo and Arbib [11]. This theory has recently been 
extended to systems over commutative rings; see [5, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17]. Much of this 
work is restricted to systems over integral domains and proceeds by studying the corre- 
sponding system over the quotient field of the domain. In the present paper we consider 
systems over commutative rings with zero divisors. 
If  R is any commutative ring, and S C R is the set of nonzero divisors in R, then the 
localization S-1R is called the "full ring of quotients of R." The ring R is a subring of 
S-1R, and every nonzero divisor of S-1R is invertible, so that S-1R is a good analog of 
the quotient field of an integral domain. Therefore we are led to study linear systems 
over rings containing only zero divisors and units, and we call these rings full quotient 
r ings .  
One complication in the study of linear systems over commutative rings is that the 
corresponding state modules need not be free. In this paper we ignore this problem and 
only consider systems with free state modules. That is, we deal with difference quations 
of the form 
xt+, = Fx, + Gut, 
y ,  = Hx , ,  (*) 
where F, G, and H are matrices with coefficients in R. 
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When is the system (*) reachable or observable? If R is a field, we can invoke the 
standard rank conditions 
rank[G, FG,.. . ,F n- XG] = n, 
rank[H, HF,..., [IF '*-1] = n, 
where F is an n • n matrix. Our first main result is that these criteria generalize to full 
quotient rings if "rank" is interpreted as the generalized rank introduced by McCoy [10] 
(See Theorems 3.2-3.3). 
The (generalized) rank criteria allow us to investigate the Duality Principle ("reach- 
ability is dual to observability"), which is established for systems over Noetherian full 
quotient rings in Theorem 3.4. We also consider the problem of pole shifting by feedback, 
and the dual problem of constructing a state estimator. Both of these problems are 
solvable for canonical systems over Noetherian full quotient rings (Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 
and 3.8). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some preliminary facts and defini- 
tions. Section 3 contains duality, pole-shifting, and state-estimation results for multi- 
variable systems over Noetherian full quotient rings. There is also an example showing 
that some sort of Noetherian hypothesis i necessary. Our treatment of the multivariable 
case in Section 3 depends mainly on two basic results: A theorem of Ching [3] on the 
McCoy rank and linear equations, and an important theorem of Sontag [17] on systems 
over seinilocal rings. 
We would like to thank Professors E. Kamen and E. Sontag for their helpful 
comments on the earlier version of this paper, especially the first author who learned 
and got inspiration from the recent work of E. Sontag [16, 17]. We also would like to 
thank Professor R. (;old for his help in the early development of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we state some basic definitions and notations which are necessary for 
the next section. For more detailed discussions on linear systems over rings, one should 
refer to [4, 6, 11, 12]. All rings appearing in this paper are commutative rings with 
identity. By the word "system" in this paper we shall always mean a free finite-dimen- 
sional discrete-time constant linear system over a commutative ring R as described in 
Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A free finite-dimensional discrete-time constant linear system over a 
commutative ring R is a sextuple 27 == (X, U, Y; F, G, I/), where X, U, Y are free 
R-modules of finite rank n, ra, p, respectively, and each with a fixed basis. F, G, H are 
R-homomorphisms: 
F :X -+ X,  
G: U -~ X, 
H :X -+Y.  | 
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Under this definition we can think of F, G, H as matrices with coefficients in R. 
Matrices will be written on the left, so that F is n • n, G is n • m, and H is p x n. In 
the following we shall call such a system a multivariable free system and denote it by 
2~ = (F, G, H). In particular when U .~ Y ~ R, we call X a scalar free system and 
denote it by X = (F, g, h). The dynamical interpretation ofF,  G, H is as follows: 
xt+l = Fx~ + Gu~, 
y~ = I txt ,  
with x~, xt+l in X, ut in U, yt in Y and t in T, where T = ?7, the set of all integers ordered 
in the usual way. Associated with Z = (F, G, H) we have the following commutative 
diagram [12, Chapter 0, p. 7; 6, Section 10.9, p. 273] 
u[~] zz ~ yo((~-l)) 
where U[z] is the set of all polynomials (inputs) with coefficients in U. vX  has a R[z]- 
module structure via z 'x  =F 'x  for x e X.  Yo((Z-1))= Y((z-1))/Y[z] is a factor 
module with Y((z-1)) the set of all formal Laurent series. We can view Yo((Z-l)) --= 
Yz-1 @ "'" @ Yz-~'~ @ "", i.e., it consists of all power series over Y with first term equal 
to zero. The factor module structure reflects the usual "shift left and erase" R[z]-module 
structure of Kalman. The mapping fx is the Kalman version of input-output map with 
the input started at some time t = --n, stopped at t = 0, with outputs considered only 
for t >~ 1. 
~,(Uo + u~z + ... + u~z~) = G(uo) + FG(ul) ~ . . . .  + F~G(u,), 
tTI(x) = It(x)z -1 4- HF(x)z -~ 4- "'" 4- HF"-~(x)z -'~ 4- "". 
Note that G, /=/are R[z]-homomorphisms. For a fixed basis, and with the help of the 
Cayley-IIamilton theorem, ~ and/ : /are  in fact completely determined by the matrices 
Lily.-1 A 
In the sequel we shall often refer to ~ as the reachability matrix of 2: and/~ as the ob- 
servability matrix of X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 2: = (F, G, H) is reachable if ~ is onto, X = (F, G, H) is observable 
if/~ is one to one, and Z = (F, G, H) is canonical if it is both reachable and observable. I 
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DEFINITION 2.3. The dual of a system L' : -  (X, U, Y; F, G, H) is defined to be 
27r _: (X  r, yr,  Ur;Fr, t i  r, G r) where X T : HomR(X, R), y r  __ HomR(y ' R), U r : 
HomR(U,R),  and Fr, H r, G T are the induced R-homomorphisms between dual 
modules. [[ 
I f  X, U, Y are free R-modules of finite rank m, n, p, respectively, so arc X r, U r, yr .  
I f  we use the dual basis for the induced homomorphisms, F r, H r, G r are just the trans- 
poses ofF,  H, G, respectively. Hence the dual of a free system is free. In the following we 
shall denote it by L '7" :=  (F r, H T, GT). 
Let 
XA(z) =: dct(zI  - - A) be the characteristic polynomial of A where 
A is a square matrix over R. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let 22 -~ (F, G, H) be a system over a commutative ring R. 
(1) 27 =: (F, G) is coefficient assignable if for an arbitrary monic polynomial p(z) of 
degree n in R[z], there exists an m • n matrix K over R such that XF-atc(z) -: p(z). 
(2) 2," : = (F, H) is state estimable if for an arbitrary monic polynomial q(z) of degree n
in R[z], there exists an n • p matrix L over R such that X~-LtS(Z) --- q(z). 
(3) I f  27 :- : (F, G, H) is both coefficient assignable and state estimable, then we 
say that the regulator problem is solvable for 22. 
(4) Z = (F, G) is pole assignable if for an arbitrary list of n elements a0, cq ,..., a,~_l 
in R, there exists an m • n matrix K over R such that Xr~ G~(Z) n-1 ' -- Fl,_-0 (~ - ~) .  I 
It is clear that coefficient assignability always implies pole assignability. Over a field 
this two concepts are equivalent [16]. Sontag [I 7], has shown that for a linear system over 
a scmilocal ring (a ring which has only a finite number of maximal ideals) these two 
concepts are equivalent. 
EXAMPLE 2.5 .  I ,et 2," = (F, g, h) :=  ([11 ~, [__~], [I, --1]) be a free scalar system ovcrZ, 
then det/~ = --2, so that the system Z is observable. But it can easily be seen that for 
q(z) -~ z 2 - -  3z - 4, there is no L with entries in 7/such that XF-Ln(Z) :-= q(z). 
This example shows that for a linear system over a commutative ring, even if the 
system is observable, it may not be state estimable. 
It  is well known in the classical theory that if a linear system is canonical then the 
regulator problem is solvable. 
Over a field the dual of one-to-one map is onto and vice versa. So "teachabil ity" and 
"observabil ity" are dual concepts. For the classical Kalman Duality Theorem, see 
[I1, p. 263]. The corresponding result is false for linear systems over a commutative 
ring, since there may exist nonzero divisors which are not units. The question is: For 
what rings will a nice duality theorem hold ? 
DEFINITION 2.6. A commutative ring R is called a full quotient ring if every element 
of R is either a unit or a zero divisor. | 
57I/I4/3-8 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. (1) Every Boolean ring is a full quotient ring. 
(2) Every direct sum (or product) of fields is a full quotient ring. 
(3) I f  k is a field, then n = k[x]/(x n) is a full quotient ring. 
(4) Every finite commutative ring is a full quotient ring. 
(5) For any commutative ring R, if we localize with respect o its nonzero divisors, 
we obtain a full quotient ring. This is the reason that we call such a ring a full quotient 
ring. We shall discuss this further in Section 3. 
The classical duality principle and regulator problem for scalar systems can be extended 
to full quotient rings as stated in Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 whose proof is quite 
straightforward. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Duality Theorem). Let 2~- (F,g,  h) be a scalar system over a full 
quotient ring R, then 27 T = (F T, h r, g~') is reachable if and only if27 --- (F, g, h) is observable. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 2: =, (F, g, h) be a scalar system over a full quotient ring R. I f  Z is 
canonical, then the regulator problem is solvable. 
3. MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEMS 
In this section we shall extend the classical duality principle and regulator problem 
for multivariable systems to Noetherian full quotient rings. The mathematical object 
which helps us to achieve this is the notion of a generalized rank of a matrix over a 
commutative ring introduced in 1942 by McCoy [10, p. 159]. 
I f  A is an n • m matrix over a commutative ring R, we shall denote the set of all r X r 
subdeterminants of A by Dr(A), where 1 ~ r ~ rain{m, n}. For example, if r ~ 1, 
then DI(A) is just the set of all entries of A. I f  m ~ n = r, then D~(A) contains a single 
element which is det A. I f  a ~ R then 
(a )*  = {~ ~ R ', ~a = o} 
is the annihilator ideal of a. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be an n X m matrix over a commutative ring R. I f  
D {(d,)*[ d, c D,(A)} =:~ (0), for some r, 1 ~ r ~ min{m, n} and D {(d, ,-a)* I d,+a e D~, a(./l)} @ 0 
for all 1 ~ A ~ rain{m, n} - -  r then we say the (McCoy) rank of A is r, and write 
rank M A = r. | 
I f  (]a:DI(A) (dl)* :/: (0), then we say rank M A ,= 0. It turns out that for many purposes, 
this generalized rank of a matrix behaves very much like the usual rank of a matrix over 
a field. For example, if A r is the transpose of a matrix A, then rank M A r = rank M A. 
To see this we simply observe that Dr(A ) =- Dr(Ar). 
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Before we prove the main results in this section, we need to state a theorem whose 
proof can be found in [3]. 
' F~on~M A. Let A be an n X m matrix, n ~.~ m, over a Noetherian full quotient ring. 
Consider the eq~ation 
Ax  : = b (3.1) 
where x, b are vectors in R. Then Eq. (3 .1)hasa  solution for every b if and only i f  
rank M A - -  n. II 
We shall see immediately how reachability, observability, and duality of a l inear 
system over a Noetherian full quotient ring can be characterized. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring and 22 - : (F, G, H) be an 
R-system. Then Z is R-reachable if and only if 
rankm[G , FG,...,Fn-IG] = n. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem A. II 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring and ?2 = (F, G, H) be an 
R-system. Then Z is observable if and only if 
rank M . n. 
1/ i /F ,  a 
Proof. First we observe that rank M f [  ~ n. )-5" is observable if and only i f / - I  is one to 
one, or equivalently, the equation 
/ tx  : :  0 (3.2) 
where x is an n • 1 vector, has only a trivial solution. It follows from [10, p. 159] that 
Eq. (3.2) has a nontrivia! solution if and only if rank M H < n, or that (3.2) has only the 
trivial solution if and only if rankM/ t  = n. II 
Now we can state the Dual ity Theorem as follows. 
TIIEOREM 3.4 (Duality Theorem).  Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring and 
2," := (F, G, H) be an R-system. Then Z is R-reachable if and only if Z ~T : = (F r, H r, G "r ) is 
R-observable. 
Proof. By the remark following Definition 3.1 we have rank M A - rankM A r. This  
fact, together with Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, gives the following sequence of 
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equivalent statements: Z = : (F, G, H) is reachable iff rank M (~ --= n iff rankM(~ r) = n iff 
Z "r : = (F r, I t  r, G r) is observable. | 
F~XAMPLI-: 3.5. The duality principle may not hold if the Noetherian condition is 
removed. We refer to an example in [18]. The example is of a non-Noetherian local ring 
where the maximal ideal is generated by two elements consists entirely of zero divisors 
(hence the ring is a full quotient ring), yet the annihilator of the maximal ideal is zero. 
Now let R be such a ring with ~, fl the two generators of the maximal ideal. I~et 
z' (F, c)  ([o ~0], ~~ . . . . .  [0 l]), then its dual system is 27 r = (F r, Gr) -- ([0 ~ ~[~ 1~ It  is then 
easy to check that 27r is R-observable but 27 is not R-reachable. 
Duality always naturally leads towards the regulator problem. We shall apply Sontag's 
result to show that over a Noetherian full quotient ring, every reachable system is 
coefficient assignable and every observable system is state estimable. In short: Every 
canonical system over a Noetherian full quotient ring has a regulator. A Noetherian ring 
is called a semilocal ring if it contains only a finite number of maximal ideals. We need 
some ring theoretic observations. 
OBSERVATION. A Noetherian full quotient ring is a semilocal ring. 
Pro@ The proof depends on a rather deep result in ring theory. Let Z(R) be the set 
of all zero divisors in R and U(R) be the set of all units in R. Then 
R : U(R) ~ Z(R). (3.3) 
I t  follows from [9, p. 50-52] that 
Z(R) ~ - U P, (3.4) 
i 
where each Pi is an associated prime ideal of R. If R is a Noetherian ring this union is 
finite. Now let {Mi}i~1 be the set of all maximal ideals in R. It  follows from (3.3) that we 
must have 
Z(R) =: U M, .  
i 'e l  
But then (3.4) implies 
k 
UP, =UM,. 
j -  I i~ l  
Hence for each maximal ideal Mi ,  there is some Pj such that Mi ~ P:.  This means 
{IV/i}:~ l is a finite set. Hence R is a semilocal ring. | 
TH~ORE~ 3.6. Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring, and .8 = (F, G, H) be an 
R-system. Then Z is R-reachable if and only if X is coefficient assignable. 
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Proof. For a system over any commutative ring, coefficient assignability always 
implies R-reachability [17, Section 5]. The converse is true for Noctherian full quotient 
rings since they are semilocal and Sontag's result applies ([17], Section 3). | 
The following theorem on state estimation follows from this theorem and the Duality 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring and X =- (F, G, H) be are 
R-system. "lT~en 22 is R-observable if and only if 27 is state estimable. 
Proof. 27is R-observable iff27 r = (F r, H r) is R-reachable ifffor any monic polynomiaI 
q(z) of degree n, there exists a p • n matrix K such that xvr+art~(x)=q(x) if[ 
XOr_(_Kr)H)r(X) == q(x) iff X~ ~_tcr)n(x) =-: q(x). (Note: X,4(x) =: XAr(x)) iff for an arbitrary 
monie polynomial q(x) of degree n, there exists an n • p matrix L = K r such that 
XF-Ln(X) :-; q(x). Therefore 27 is state estimable by definition. | 
Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 together solve the regulator problem for a canonicaI 
system. 
TIIEOREM 3.8. Let R be a Noetherian full quotient ring and 2 =~ (P, G, H) be a canonical 
R-system, then the regulator problem is solvable for Z. 
Proof. Z' is canonical means ~ is onto and H is one to one. By Theorem 3.6, 27 is 
coefficient assignable and by Theorem 3.7, Z' is state estimable. Therefore the regulator 
problem is solvable for 27. I 
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